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Albania Ronela Hajati Sekret Albania always first to pick their entry 
in December. And I really hated it. But 
after a revamp its actually not that bad 
and kind of alone in its genre. Will not 
be in my top but far from last

5

Latvia Citi zeni Eat your salad Some funky feeling, and with another 
message I might even listen to it more. 
But seriously. Also note that the word 
”pussy” hardly will be out loud in 
Eurovision.

6

Lithuania Monika Liu Sentimentai Might be lost during votes; but actually 
not a bad song. Shemust depend on 
the stage and and show to qualify.

10

Switzerland Marius Bear Boys do cry One of my calmer favorites this year, 
but I am affraid he is not pretty enough 
to get votes, even with a smashing 
voice and good song.

3

Slovenia LPS Disko Give Slovenia a thumbs up for never 
being boring, they try different genres 
each year. But this, I must say kind of 
fall flat. Cant remember it how ever I 
try to. 

12

Ukraine Kalush Orchestra Stefania They will do well, but the song is a 
nightmare. Just like last year when 
they ended up almost winning. I dont 
get it, really dont.

16
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Bulgaria Intelligent Music Project Intention As suspected, after the rock victory 
last year there will be rock tunes in this 
years contest. And this is kind of how 
much rock I can stand. I don’t hate it, 
that’s good, but Im far from loving it.

9

Netherlands S10 De diepte Among the songs people love this 
year, and I can only say I don’t 
understand it. So many countries 
seems to find the next Billie Eilish, 
amazingly boring.

14

Moldova Zdob si Zdub & Advahov Brothers Trenuletul Third time for Zdob si Zdub, and third 
time at the end of my list and most 
likely third time for them to get more 
points then I can understand.

17

Portugal Maro Saudade, Saudade Actually a really good little song, but 
also.. I can’t remember it at all all when 
I name my favorites. So I guess it 
mean sit is forgetful.

7

Croatia Mia Dimsic Guilty pleasure Ok radio pop, no big impact at all on 
me, or anyone else it seems cause 
Croatia is not on any fan favorite lists.

11

Denmark Reddi The show Live the first ballad part of the song, 
then it turns into something I guess is 
supposed to be tough and edgy, its 
not. But in this semifinal it sticks out.

8
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Austria Lum!x feat Pia Maria Halo OK, clear top song if Pia Maria can 
sing, according to performances 
during the promotion tour in Europe 
she can’t. But as a recorded song, this 
is something we will hear all summer.

1

Iceland Systur Med haekkandi sol Can’t understand why Iceland failed so 
this year. The only plus is it’s in 
Icelandic

15

Greece Amanda Georgiadi Tenfjord Die together Again a song aiming for the prize and 
is high in the polls, but it is so boring!!! 
In the same genre as Netherlands. 
Hopefully the votes will even out 
between them and none of them 
qualify for the finals.

13

Norway Subwoolfer Give that wolf a 
banana

Honestly, not among my favorite songs 
to win, but if they win I can’t say I will 
enjoy it. But I did think they would 
place better in the polls.

4

Armenia Rosa Linn Snap Sound a lot like ”Smith & Thell” and 
that is a good thing. Armenia is not 
often on my first half of favorites but 
this is really good.

2
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